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Regardless of the type of industry you're operating in,
lead generation is one of the keys to continued success
in terms of your marketing efforts. You could have the
most well designed, highly optimized sales funnel in
existence and it STILL won't make a difference if you
don't have a steady stream of new prospects entering it
oon a regular basis. Despite this lead generation is often a
lot easier said than done and the "correct approach" is
one that is constantly up for debate.

However, what if you were to learn that there is a way to
entice roughly 64% of your prospective customers into
exposing themselves to your marketing materials in as
little as ten words? What would you do if you found out
tthat there was a way to average approximately 70%
higher open rates AND an incredible 152% higher
click-through rates than some of the traditional
marketing materials you're using right now? These
benets don't just extend to traditional "business to
customer" experiences, either - the same tool is being
used by 72% of B2B buyers to share useful content with
oone another.

Sounds too good to be true, right? Not exactly - the tool
is email marketing automation and it’s one that has
been used by approximately 25% of all Fortune 500
companies as of 2013, with that number steadily
increasing all the time.

While email automation is by far one of the most
ppowerful tools a marketer has in his arsenal regarding
lead generation success, simply having that tool isn't
enough - you have to know how to wield it properly for
maximum effect. When you begin to learn a little bit
more about just what email automation does and the
potential that it brings to the table, you'll quickly see
that it is one technique you can't afford to ignore any
llonger.
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What is Email Automation?

One of the most important things to understand about 
email automation is that it is NOT the same thing as 
your traditional newsletters or more routine 
campaigns and should not be treated as such. Email 
automation is triggered by an action that one of your 
leads has taken - either to show interest in your 
product or service, to add a product or service to their 
didigital cart and then navigate away from the page, to 
take advantage of an existing offer or something else 
entirely.

Because these messages are generated by the actions 
of your end users, they have the potential to not only 
be incredibly timely, but also personalized and can also 
offer an almost unparalleled level of relevancy to the 
people who will eventually be reading them. Because 
of this, they are not only opened and clicked on by your 
leads more frequently, but they also drive a higher level 
of of visits to your website or landing pages at the exact 
same time.

According to a study conducted by eMarketer, 
marketers who were running properly optimized, well 
executed email automation campaigns have seen 
conversion rates soar as high as 50% or more. A large 
part of this has to do with information found in a study 
from Lenskold and Pedowitz Groups that revealed 
companies who send these types of automated emails 
arare 133% more likely to actually send messages that are 
relevant at strategic parts of the buyer's journey.
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As previously stated, however, simply using email 
automation isn't going to be enough to get the job 
done - not when so many other companies are 
employing the same tactics. You have to use email 
automation PROPERLY. You have to build the type of 
campaign that will offer relevant content to your leads 
at the best possible time, motivating them to take 
acaction in a way more effective than ever before.

If you want to construct the perfect email automation 
campaign for your product or service, there are a few 
key things you'll need to keep in mind.

The secret ingredients to any successful email 
automation campaign can be broken down into four 
core steps. While the specics will obviously change 
depending on the company sending the messages or 
what their leads are actually looking for, the core intent 
of these steps is unwavering.

TTo put it in the simplest terms possible, you'll be using 
the rst four steps of the process to build trust. You'll be 
saying to your leads "we understand that you have a 
problem in your life - we sympathize. You'll be 
pleased to know that we have the solution you've 
been looking for and it's available for you to buy 
right now." You're establishing yourself as an authority. 
YoYou're instilling a sense of condence in your readers 
that is hard to ignore, which is motivating them to make 
that purchase in a way that is inherently compelling.

The Four Part Process: An Overview
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The fourth step of the process takes the form of the 
classic "Call to Action." You've spent time building a 
solid foundation from which to work from and now is 
the time to tell your leads precisely what it is you want 
them to do and how you want them to do it. If the rst 
three steps were all about establishing an organic trust 
and rapport with your leads, step four is where you 
"sspring the trap," so to speak.

TThe important thing to keep in mind, though, is that 
your "Call to Action" doesn't necessarily have to involve 
making a purchase. It can be as simple as motivating 
them to schedule a call to speak to someone directly, or 
getting them to reach out via email or some other type 
of communication medium - it doesn't actually matter. 
Never forget that you're not trying to take your lead and 
plplace them at the end of the buyer's journey - you're 
trying to get them their naturally. Rome wasn't built in a 
day and neither are sales - they take a lot of tender love 
and care along the way.

When you sit down to craft your email automation 
messages, it's important to remember the context around 
which they will be generated. This is a bit different than a 
"cold call" in that because a user has already taken some 
type of action or has expressed interest in your company or 
brand in some way, the key thing you need to be doing is 
nurturing them.

BBy now, you've already gone through the rst part of the 
"Wheel of Email Lead Generation Cycle." You've 
spent time identifying the right topic that your target 
audience will be interested in, and you've created the type 
of valued content that can truly stand on its own. 

Step 1: Building Trust
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If someone downloads your whitepaper or whatever 
other type of material you've crafted and never 
spends a dime on your product or service, you've 
STILL provided them with something valuable that 
will help position you as an industry leader.

YYou've also taken the time to advertise your content to 
your audience on sites like Facebook and Twitter or 
through pay-per-click campaigns, and you've directed 
traffic right to your landing page so that you could 
collect email information. The key thing to consider is 
that your lead has taken this journey with you, for all 
intents and purposes. They recognize that the 
mamaterial you've provided to them holds value - it's 
why they were willing to provide you with their email 
address in the rst place. Now is the time to nurture 
that relationship and build trust via email automation.

The big mistake at this point that you want to avoid is 
forgetting the user experience up until now. 
Acknowledge that you've offered something of value 
to your reader and that they've consumed it in 
whatever form it took. Don't treat this like a cold call - 
you're a bit beyond that point now. Crafting 
automated email messages that are too general and 
ththat ignore this existing relationship will come off as 
too impersonal, which can be incredibly abrasive at a 
time where you need to be inviting as much as 
possible.

Oftentimes the event that marketers will use to trigger 
this introductory email involves a lead that signs up 
for a new account on their website, participates in a 
company-operated user forum or similar types of 
conditions. Because of this, the rst email in your 
automation chain should be sent immediately after 
the action is taken.
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Consider the following example message as an effective 
way to both nurture a prospective lead and start to 
guide them on their journey along the sales funnel:

Though this is certainly a general example that will be 
replaced with more specic information about your 
product or service, the formatting is clear. You're taking 
the opportunity to not necessarily introduce yourself to 
your lead, but establish a personal connection to them 
in a way that is friendly and welcoming. You're building 
sympathy by addressing your lead's pain points and are 
offoffering a few quick examples of how your product or 
service will help them solve those very problems. Finally, 
you're ending with a very clear call to action that has 
nothing to do with a sale - instead, you're offering a 
document of value that they can use to nd out more 

Dear [INSERT FIRST NAME HERE] -

From everyone here at [COMPANY NAME], we'd just like to take the opportunity 
to offer a sincere "thank you" for downloading our recent whitepaper. We think 
you'll find it to be an excellent resource filled with just the type of valuable 
information you're looking for.

AAs you're no doubt already aware, [PRODUCT OR SERVICE NAME] was 
designed to [ADDRESS LEAD'S PAIN POINTS HERE].

[PROVIDE A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF BENEFITS OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE].

If you'd like to find out more information, please download this free whitepaper 
today. We think it's a great resource for you to use to answer some of the 
important questions you may have.

Have a wonderful day,

[[INSERT NAME HERE]
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Presuming that your lead opened your rst email and 
responded to your call to action, the next automatically 
generated email will come approximately one week 
later. Though that timeline is a proven one, you may 
wish to increase or decrease the time frame depending 
on your specic marketing goals.

TThe intention of this second email is similar to that of the 
rst: you're building trust, albeit with a slightly increased 
sense of urgency. You're still not concerned with the sale 
- instead, you're taking a moment out of your busy day 
to continue to add value to the lead's experience. 
However, the key thing to remember is that your new 
offer should be MORE valuable than the previous one, 
nonot equal to or less than.

So if your original email offered a whitepaper to 
download, kick things up a notch by offering a case 
study. You may want to consider framing the message as 
"we just updated our blog with a great, helpful new article 
on our product that we think you would find really 
interesting" or "we just published a brand new video 
outlining X, Y and Z that we think is right up your alley."

information and are leaving them with just as much 
power in the relationship as they had when they 
opened the email in the rst place.

Step 2: One Week Later

Approximately a week later (which can again be adjusted 
depending on exactly what you're trying to accomplish), 

Step 3: Continuing the Journey
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send a third e-mail to help make sure your company, 
and by association your product or service, is still at the 
forefront of your lead's mind. Once again, you'll want 
to increase the sense of urgency at the center of it all. 
Some companies choose to do this by offering a 
temporary sale on their product that expires on a 
given date, creating a type of "ticking clock" for action.

LLikewise, you'll want to continue to add value to your 
lead's life by offering yet another helpful resource they 
can use as they gather information and gain the 
condence required to make a purchase. Offer some 
type of tool, blog post, video or even PDF pamphlet 
with more advanced information that they can use to 
dive deeper into the topic than ever before.

TThe key thing to remember is that you aren't just trying 
to build trust in the sense that "the lead needs to trust 
your company." You're also trying to build trust in 
themselves from a perspective of "making this 
purchase will indeed help me accomplish my goals or 
solve my problems." These emails are a great way to 
address both of these needs at the same time.

After another week has passed, send a nal email with 
a clear call to action directing the reader to do exactly 
what you want them to do. This can be anything from 
"click here to purchase our product" to "give me a call 
next week so that we can discuss your situation 
further" or anything in between. You've spent at least 
three weeks nurturing your lead across the sales 
fufunnel, so the time for action is now.

Step 4: The Final Email
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Consider the following as an example of a successful 
nal email in your automation campaign:

Once again, this is an admittedly generalized example 
but the intention is clear: you're reminding the reader 
what a help your resources have been, reiterating your 
continued support and are clearly letting them know 
exactly what you'd like them to do next. Whether you 
want to schedule a call or schedule a time for a product 
demonstration or get them to register for your 
nenewsletter doesn't matter. The key here is that you've 
put your time in building a relationship founded on 
mutual respect between you and your lead. You've 
made them feel like more than just a line item on a 
balance sheet - you've made them feel like a friend.

If your lead doesn't follow through on this nal step, you 
still have an opportunity to win them back. After another 

Dear [INSERT FIRST NAME HERE] -

I hope you've found the resources I've sent you over the last several weeks 
useful. I deeply sympathize with what you're trying to accomplish and just wanted 
to let you know that I'll support you in any way that I can.

IIf you're still on the fence about whether [INSERT PRODUCT OR SERVICE 
NAME HERE] is a good fit for you, why don't we schedule a call for one day next 
week so that we can discuss things further. You can call me at [PHONE 
NUMBER] or reach me at [PERSONAL EMAIL] and we'll set things up.

I can't wait to hear from you,

[INSERT NAME HERE]
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week has passed, send them another email inviting 
them to sign up to a group on a social networking 
site like LinkedIn, or subscribe to a newsletter for tips. 
At this point, they've proven that they're either not 
ready to make a purchase, or aren't ready to make a 
purchase from YOU.

EiEither way, you'll still want to motivate them to 
continue their relationship with your company so 
that you can remain at the top of their mind moving 
forward. That way, when they ARE ready to make that 
purchase, they know exactly where they can turn to.

Once you have an understanding of the format you're 
working in, you can set about crafting the messages 
themselves. However, there are always a few key things 
you'll want to make sure you DON'T do for the best 
possible results:

The subject line of your emails is hugely important 
when it comes to attracting a lead's attention, but 
over hyping your offer will at best increase skepticism 
and at worst will lead to disappointment if you can't 
deliver.

Email Automation Mistakes to Avoid

Don't over-sell in your subject line
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Because you are selling something at the end of the day, it 
can be easy to focus on your product or service in these 
initial messages. You need to go against your instincts 
and focus on the CUSTOMER'S needs, not your own. They 
have a problem, you have the answer. Build trust and 
leave the product or service for additional messages 
down the road.

Don't forget about the customer

Customers love not only personalization in the messages 
they receive, but also good, old-fashioned personality. If 
your rst email reads like it was written by a robot, the 
chances that your lead will read emails two through four 
are slim. If your leads can get a sense of the type of 
person you are just from your messages, however, they're 
much more likely to sit up and pay attention moving 
foforward.

Don't forget about personality 

One of the biggest mistakes that marketers can make in 
email automation involves including too many calls to 
action in a single message. The ultimate point of your 
message shouldn't be "visit this website AND download 
this whitepaper AND take a look at this video AND buy 
our product" - it should be one of those things, max. 
Asking the reader to do too much is an incredibly efficient 
waway to send them into the arms of a competitor who has 
mastered email automation better than you have.

Keep it simple



While it's true that email automation does have an incredibly 
high open rate, that rate still isn't at 100% - nor will it ever be. 
However, just because the user's initial action that triggered 
your e-mail hasn't spawned further action doesn't mean you're 
out of the game just yet. You can still employ email automation 
to create that rapport with your leads, albeit in a slightly 
different way.

AApproximately one week or so after a lead has failed to take 
action (which means that they either didn't read your email, or 
worse - did read it and ignored it), send them another message. 
The key isn't to make a last ditch effort to re-gain their 
attention, but instead to make sure your lead has every piece of 
information he or she would need to still consider your 
company when purchasing in the future. Re-iterate exactly who 
yoyou are, what you have to offer and why you believe your 
product or service offers value to their lives. Let them know 
exactly where they have to go to make a purchase, or where 
they can go to find out more information. Sign off in a personal 
way, letting them know that you truly care about their success 
and that you hope to speak to them at some point in the 
future.

DO NOT, under any circumstances, continue to try to interject 
into their lives after this point. Even though your automation 
emails are triggered based on their own actions, once they 
have firmly displayed via inaction that they aren't interested in 
what you're offering, leave them alone. Continuing to send 
them unsolicited emails after this point is the literal definition 
of "spam" and is a great way to sour whatever impression of 
yoyour business they may have made.



If the leads that you're generating via your email automation 
campaigns ultimately travel to the end of the sales funnel and 
make a purchase, congratulations: you've just seen the level of 
power this technique holds up close and personal. At this point, 
you can remove this customer from the cycle and begin the 
process again with a whole new set of leads and a whole new 
series of emails generated by existing user actions.

AAt the day, always remember that a high quality email 
automation campaign depends on strategy above all else. If 
you're going to leverage the power of automation to your 
advantage, the workflow must be there to support your goals. 
Your templates need to include "If No" and "If Yes" workflows so 
that you know exactly what type of message will be sent out 
based on whether or not a user responded to the email they just 
rereceived.

Without this type of thoughtful, forward-thinking infrastructure 
in place, not even email automation can help you generate the 
types of leads you need so that your business can remain 
competitive moving forward. With it, on the other hand, you'll 
get to experience the full extent of just what email automation is 
capable of again and again.

Always remember that all marketing campaigns essentially have 
a basic and noble goal at their core: you're trying to get the 
attention and interest of the people that your product or service 
can help the most. Email automation is one of the single most 
efficient, cost-effective and powerful ways to do exactly that.
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